i. INTRODUCTION
The last 10-15 years were marked by a considerable progress in the understanding of the spectral band broadening nature in electron-vibrational spectra of complex organic compounds in solutions. It was established that in many cases, at sufficiently low temperatures, wide spectral bands (typical for solutions) are broadened mainly inhomogeneously and conceal a great number of narrow zero phonon 1,2 lines (ZPL) It was also established that in case of the socalled quasi-line spectra of some organic impurity crystals the inhomogeneous line broadening proves to be decisive. By now methods have been developed which are capable of eliminating this inhomogeneous broadening and revealing the line structure in fluorescence, phosphorescence, and absorption spectra of complex molecules in arbitrary solvents bymeans of selective laser excitation 3,4 (see, e.g. reviews and references therein). These methods are often called "Site Selection Spectroscopy"*. In he emission spectra inhomogeneous broadening can be eliminated upon selective excitation of one type centres with an absorption line at laser *) Upon monochromatic irradiation one excites selectively the molecules with identical energy of electron-vibration transition. Then, strictly speaing, it would be more correct to say "Energy Selection Spectroscopy". The present review deals only with one of the above selective methods, i.e. the hole burning method.
PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD

Essence of the Method
In order to eliminate inhomogeneous broadening in absorption spectra one must selectively effect the object so that it will be pos- It is a fine-structure absorption spectrum of "burnt"
molecules. Figure  exhibits two examples of the hole-burning spectra: for perylene in ethanol and for porphin in polystyrene.
One can see that along with the 0-0 line (the hole at laser frequency) these spectra contain a great number of vibronic lines. The hole-burning spectrum, in particular, permits to identify the vibration frequencies of the molecule in the excited electronic state.
Burning Mechanisms
After first publications 5'6 hole-burning has been observed on many objects. At present it is widely employed to investigate homogene-
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ous spectra characteristics of organic molecules in matrices
In these procedures one deals with most various hole-burning mechanisms that can be divided into two types. (2) where A It is the exposition, and k is the constant. The latter depends upon the photoreaction mechanism and the kinetic parameters of the molecule. At small expositions instead of (2) 
i.e. the distribution /n repeats the shape E(Q-%) reflected mirror-like with respect to B"
In this case (i) looks as follows:
The expression (5) is an autocorrelation function and thus, when it is valid, the band shape in the absorption spectrum must be symmetrical with respect to B"
The band shape is schematicaly exhibited in Figure 3 . 
This relation is usually employed in the investigation of homogeneous ZPL width via hole-burning method.
With the exposition increase the shape n(Q) is not identified any more by (4) In the course of investigations it turned out that the temperature dependence of (T) for molecules in crystalline and glassy matrices is appreciably different. While dealing with crystalline matrices, the temperature broadening appears to be either temperature dependence is explained through the interaction of the impurity centre with the so-called two-level systems (see reviews 8, 9 and references therein). At first these two-level systems (TLS) were introduced to explain the abnormal behaviour of specific heat, thermal conductivity, saturation effects in ultrasonic absorption, etc. at low and extremely low temperatures (see, e.g. 27 ) . As different from phonons, such TLS are the Fermi systems.
Therefore, if we take into account the impurity centre TLS interaction we can obtain the following temperature dependence: A much wider variety of objects to be investigated and the simplicity in sample preparation are provided by glassy solvents and polymers, and not by n-paraffin matrices. Two specific points should be born in mind while using such amorphous isotropic matrices. First, as was noted, the hole width for amorphous matrices is a) b) (which practically coincides with the measurement data on monocrystals in stationary fields35).
In conclusion, it is worth noting that the strong pulse mag- The possibility to apply this method for investigation of biological systems and initial photosynthesis processes seems also exceptionally interesting.
Other Applications
It goes without saying that all possible domains for the holeburning method application have not yet been studied to the end.
It might happen that they lie beyond the scope of pure spectroscopy. Of practical interest are the works aiming at the increase in memory volume of optical storage devices (OSD). Diagram in Figure 7 shows the mechanism of such a device proposed in 41 Using laser hole-burning a third-spectral-OSD coordinate should be added to the two spatial ones. The presence or absence of the hole at a given frequency will correspond to the information in binary code. The spectral coordinate capacity is determined by the ratio of the inhomogeneous absorption band width to the hole width. At low temperatures this ratio can equal 103-104. This means that owing to the spectral coordinate the OSD capacity can be increased by 3 or 4 orders. Now one has a .right to say that it is quite possible to provide a large volume of the OSD memory. However, quite a number of problems should be solved for its technical realisation. These, in particular, are: providing high material sensitivity, providing a necessary speed of response, protecting information from erasing upon reading-out, etc. The problem, whether these difficulties will be overcome and a technically advantageous device of such type will be constructed, rests with the future.
Still another interesting usage of the hole-burning method is its application in the so-called spatial-time holography 42 Employing a frequency-selective medium for recording (i.e. employing a photoactive substance with a large inhomogeneous and a small homogeneous spectrum broadening) one can register not only a spatial, but also a time signal structure with a high time resolution.
Whereas a time memory of usual media is determined by a life-time of the excited states, the hole-burning effect provides a media set with practically unlimited information storage time. These 43 problems are considered in more detail in
